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AbstractThe realistic animation of human and animal �gures has long been a prime goal in computergraphics. A recent, physically-based approach to the problem suggests modeling creatures as actuatedarticulated bodies equipped with a \virtual brain" which generates the control signals required bythe actuators to produce the desired motion. The animation of such a creature is simply a forwardsimulation of the resulting motion under the laws of physics in time.While using this approach ensures physically realistic motion, there is no obvious solution to theproblem of devising a control system that leads to the desired motion. Even though good results havebeen achieved by carefully handcrafting control systems on the basis of biomechanical knowledge andphysical intuition, it is desirable to produce control system automatically. Evolutionary algorithmswhich iteratively improve randomly generated initial control systems have shown to be a promisingapproach to this problem.This thesis introduces spectral synthesis as a tool for generating control systems to be optimizedin an evolutionary process and demonstrates the viability of the approach by evolving creatures forthe task of legged locomotion. Other than representations of control systems that have previouslybeen used for evolving useful behavior, spectral synthesis guarantees evolvability, improving thechances of the evolutionary search to succeed. Virtual creatures exhibiting a great variety of modesof locomotion, including hopping, crawling, jumping, and walking, have been evolved as part of thiswork. The incorporation of more goal-directed components remains as a future goal.A second accomplishment of this thesis is the derivation of the equations describing the e�ect ofapplying a contact force to an articulated body on its acceleration, making it possible to generalizethe common algorithms for handling contacts in systems of rigid bodies to articulated bodies. Thephysical simulation algorithm described in this thesis allows for real time simulation of articulatedcreatures of up to about twenty degrees of freedom. E�cient simulation algorithms are especially im-portant as evolutionary optimization requires the evaluation and therefore simulation of the behaviorof a great number of creatures.
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Chapter 1IntroductionThe realistic modeling of the locomotion of human and animal �gures has long been a primegoal in computer graphics. In a direct derivation from traditional animation techniques,the problem of animating �gures in physically realistic and visually convincing ways haslong been put into the hands of highly skilled animators who prescribe the positions andorientations of the objects in motion for a number of key frames, with intermediate framesconstructed by computer interpolation. Lasseter [27] gives a comprehensive account ofhow the principles of traditional animation apply to 3D keyframe computer animation.However, producing motion kinematically by determining positions of objects over timewhile neglecting the forces and torques that generate the motion in the real world oftencauses the movements to have a somewhat unrealistic appearance, and �gures may look asif being pulled by invisible strings instead of locomoting as a result of their limb movements.Dynamic methods do not su�er from this problem as they model the behavior of theobjects in motion under the laws of physics and therefore guarantee physically realisticand visually pleasing results in the limits of the physical model being employed. Using aphysically-based approach, articulated �gures are usually modeled as collections of rigidbodies connected by joints. Virtual \muscles", in the following referred to as actuators,apply forces across the joints to make the creatures move. The motion of the rigid bodiescomprising an articulated �gure is governed by the laws of Newton and Euler, with thejoints imposing kinematic constraints. To generate the successive time frames required foran animation sequence, the system combining the equations of motion with any constraintequations that might be needed, for example for avoiding interpenetration of solid objects,is numerically integrated.Unfortunately, however, the gain in realism resulting from the use of dynamic simulation1



Chapter 1. Introductionas opposed to kinematic methods comes at the cost of a loss of control. The problem ofspecifying a physically realistic sequence of positions and orientations has been replaced bythe even less intuitive problem of specifying a system which, when subjected to the lawsof physics and simulated over time, shows the desired behavior. In particular, to produceanimations of actuated articulated �gures, the actuator forces and torques leading to thedesired motion have to be given. As the number of degrees of freedom is potentially quitelarge, the problem of �nding and coordinating appropriate control algorithms is rathercomplex.Related WorkIn recent years, a number of studies have dealt with the problem of automating the creationof animations of articulated �gures. The following overview does not attempt to cover allof the work done in the area, but rather concentrates on instances where dynamic conceptshave been used as a tool to achieve realistically looking motion. For readers interestedin a more comprehensive treatment of the subject or related higher level approaches, theanthology Making Them Move [2] can serve as a starting point.Several authors have introduced methods for blending kinematic constraints with dy-namic simulation. Isaacs and Cohen [20] and Barzel and Barr [5] suggested exertingexplicit control over some of the degrees of freedom by kinematically specifying positionalconstraints on parts of a body while allowing other parts to react in a correct dynamicfashion. Technically, this can be achieved by treating the kinematic constraints as conse-quences of constraint forces which are solved for and subsequently added into the simulation,cancelling out the part of the dynamics that leads to the violation of the constraint. Theapproach permits parts of an articulated body, such as a character's hands or feet, to bemoved along prede�ned trajectories. However, it provides no help in de�ning those trajecto-ries, which is the central problem in creating character animation, and unrealistically largeforces can occur as a consequence of badly chosen constraints. It has been noted that whileallowing a character to be dragged around manually like a marionette, constraint forcessidestep the central issue of deciding how the character should move.In an attempt to overcome these limitations, Witkin and Kass [53] introduced space-time constraints, permitting the imposition of constraints throughout the time course ofthe motion, with the e�ects of constraints propagating freely backward as well as forwardin time. The approach conceptually deviates from the simulation paradigm by treating thelaws of physics as constraints on the motion rather than as the primary driving force forsimulation. Instead of progressing sequentially through time, the problem of producing an2



Chapter 1. Introductionanimation sequence is considered as a trajectory optimization problem with the laws ofphysics as constraints, and is solved by iteratively re�ning an initial guess at a possibletrajectory. As the optimization problem requires that all forces and all of a creature's de-grees of freedom during the entire time interval of interest are solved for simultaneously,the computational requirements grows rapidly with the number of degrees of freedom of theobjects being modeled and with the length of the simulation time interval. Moreover, theapproach requires exact advance knowledge of the time steps at which non-interpenetrationconstraints are active, making it di�cult if not impossible to handle multiple and frequentlychanging contacts realistically. In an attempt to alleviate these problems, Cohen [12] ex-tended the original idea by introducing spacetime windows, subdividing spacetime into dis-crete pieces, and created an interactive framework for specifying constraints and objectivesfor the motion, and for guiding the numerical solution of the optimization problem.An entirely di�erent approach was chosen by Bruderlin and Calvert [10] who madeuse of detailed knowledge of the biomechanics of walking to create a simpli�ed dynamicmodel of the human gait and to control its degrees of freedom. Rather then relying on ageneral dynamic model, they tailored a leg model based upon a telescoping structure withtwo degrees of freedom for the stance phase and a compound pendulum for the swing phase,and analytically constrained the motion to allow for only a speci�c range of movements.Having thus reduced the number of degrees of freedom as compared to a general dynamicmodel, they used knowledge about locomotion cycles to construct a hierarchical processcontrolling the remaining variables. Feet, upper body, and arms were added to the modelkinematically, and were made to move in an oscillatory pattern similar to that observed inhumans. The approach resulted in a procedural model allowing an animator to e�ortlesslycontrol the motion by simply varying some parameters a�ecting the gait.The remainder of this survey concentrates exclusively on related work employing generaldynamic models with no kinematic constraints other than those stemming directly from thelaws of physics. No advance assumptions are being made about the forms of motion thatemerge during the course of a simulation. Given an accurate physical model, the motion thatcan be generated using this approach is extraordinarily realistic and naturally incorporatese�ects resulting from phenomena such as surface friction in a convincing manner. Twomajor problems pertaining to it are the high computational demands of a general physicssimulator which is su�ciently robust to cope convincingly with all constellations that mightoccur during the course of a simulation, and the di�cult question of how to design a controlsystem which generates input to the actuators leading to the desired form of motion.While the problem of physical simulation has often been dealt with in the past by using3



Chapter 1. Introductionsimpli�ed dynamic models, creating statically stable systems, or restricting the motion totwo dimensions, a considerable amount of work exists on the problem of designing powerfulcontrol systems. Instead of just producing periodic time series as inputs for the actuators,control systems can make use of sensor information to compute appropriate signals onthe basis of data on the current position and velocity of the creature and parts thereof,information on contact with the ground or other objects, or even visual data about theenvironment.As the design based upon physical intuition or knowledge of biomechanics requires aconsiderable amount of e�ort on the part of the animator, much of which consists of tweakingparameter values, attempts have been made to generate such systems automatically in anevolutionary process. The performance of initially randomly generated control systems isevaluated, and in a process mimicking features of biological evolution, promising systems areused as starting points for further generations while poorly performing ones are discarded.The approach derives part of its appeal from its potential to generate interesting and oftensurprising results that would be hard to achieve by using other methods. The disadvantagethat the inuence an animator can exert on the behavior of the creatures to be evolved islimited to the speci�cation of �tness criteria, and therefore is indirect and comparativelyweak, is often more than compensated for by the fact that evolved characters frequentlyexhibit behaviors which give them the appearance of intention and personality without itbeing explicitly designed.The following list describes interesting features of some related work in which controlsystems have been generated that lead to successful locomotion behavior.� McKenna and Zelzer [29] created a three-dimensional, six-legged virtual insect with38 degrees of freedom which is capable of statically stable walking. The problem ofgenerating a control system was divided into one of coordinating the motion of thelinks and one of generating the actual forces. Coordination was achieved by a gaitcontroller consisting of a number of coupled oscillators | one for each leg of thecreature | which rhythmically trigger the legs to step. Additionally, reexes suchas a step reex which triggers a leg to step if it has nearly reached its maximumrearward extension, and a load-bearing reex which prevents a leg from stepping ifit is currently supporting the body, were added to reinforce the stepping pattern.The problem of computing the forces was solved by carefully handcrafting motorprograms for stepping and stance which compute the forces necessary to lift the legup and forward and place it in a position to take up the load of the body when stancebegins, and the forces needed to support the body via the legs and propel it forward,4



Chapter 1. Introductionrespectively. The resulting control system can adapt to various speeds as a reactionto changes in an exogenous parameter and proved to be robust enough to enable thecreature to negotiate its way in uneven terrain.� Ngo andMarks [35] evolved control systems for two-dimensional stick �gures treatedas autonomously deforming objects without dynamic internal degrees of freedom. Asthe deformation of such creatures is purely kinematic, the task of physical simulationis restricted to modeling interactions with the ground plane. Sensors including pro-prioceptive sensors for the joints, tactile sensors delivering information on the forcesexerted by the endpoints of the links on the ground, kinesthetic sensors giving thevertical velocity of the center of mass of a creature, and position sensors supplying thevertical position of the center of mass relative to the oor provide input to the controlsystems of the creatures. The control system itself uses a number of stimulus-responsepairs and a metric de�ned on the sensor space to map sensor readings to the responseassociated with the closest stored sensor tuple.� van de Panne and Fiume [49] pursued similar goals by connecting the sensors oftheir two-dimensional creatures to the actuators through a neural network which wasdesigned to incorporate internal delays, thereby giving it dynamic properties.� Sims [44] made use of a highly parallel computer to create virtual creatures for walk-ing, swimming, and jumping in a simulated three-dimensional world, with both themorphologies and the control systems being generated automatically in an evolution-ary process. His articulated �gures are composed entirely of three-dimensional, box-shaped rigid bodies connected by a variety of joint types. Control systems are networksof nodes computing simple logic and arithmetic functions, resembling dataow com-puters in their operation. Both morphologies and control systems were encoded asgraphs, and evolutionary operators applicable to this representation were speci�callydesigned.� Ventrella [50] enhanced the automatic evolutionary algorithm by an interactivecomponent, making it possible for the animator to let subjective judgement inuencethe exploration of emergent locomotion behavior in articulated three-dimensional stick�gures evolved for walking. Both morphologies and the control systems which weremade to generate simple sinusoidal output without making use of sensor input weresubject to evolutionary change.� Hodgins, Wooten, Brogan, and O'Brien [19] produced animations of human5



Chapter 1. Introductionathletics. They created kinematic models of humans with up to 30 controlled degreesof freedom and designed control algorithms based upon physical intuition about thebehaviors, observations of humans performing the task, and biomechanical data toproduce animations of running, bicycling, and vaulting.GoalsThe goal of this thesis is to produce realistic animations of three-dimensional, fully dy-namic, legged articulated creatures. Two separate challenges are related to this task. First,algorithms for the dynamic simulation of three-dimensional articulated �gures have to bedeveloped. While e�cient algorithms for the simulation of unconstrained �gures exist, thesituation is less satisfactory when interpenetration constraints have to be considered. Onecontribution of this thesis is the generalization of an algorithm for computing contact forcesfrom systems of rigid bodies to articulated bodies. The resulting simulator is su�cientlypowerful and robust to convincingly simulate the motion of rounded three-dimensional ob-jects with up to about twenty degrees of freedom in real time.The second challenge is the problem of �nding encodings describing virtual creatureswhich are suitable for evolutionary optimization, in that they increase the chances of theevolutionary search to succeed. Such genotypic descriptions have to contain all informationon the kinematic structure of the links and joints, the mass and inertia properties of thelinks, and the parameters describing the control system of a creature. The encodings of mostcurrent control systems such as neural networks or dataow architectures su�er from thedefects that for most values of the parameters, the resulting behaviors are meaningless, andthat the dependence of creature behavior on the parameters is usually highly discontinuous.In this thesis, spectral synthesis is introduced as a useful tool for the design of motorprograms, and problem speci�c evolutionary operators are suggested.OverviewThe remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the physicalgroundwork for modeling articulated creatures. In particular, after outlining the basic con-cepts and equations of motion, the articulated body method as �rst formulated by Feath-erstone [16] is derived as an e�cient algorithm for computing the dynamics of articulatedbodies without kinematic loops. Then, algorithms for handling collisions and static contactsare presented and their appropriateness for the problem at hand is discussed. Chapter 3starts with an introduction into the �eld of evolutionary optimization before outlining im-6



Chapter 1. Introductionportant factors for the design of scripting languages for the morphology and control systemsof creatures which are to be optimized in an automatic evolutionary process. Then, resultsfrom experiments in which virtual legged creatures have been evolved for locomotion be-havior are presented. Chapter 4 concludes, and Appendix describes the software systemdeveloped for conducting the experiments.
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Chapter 2Physical Simulation of ActuatedArticulated BodiesActuated articulated bodies are systems of rigid bodies connected by joints which are pow-ered by force generators | henceforth referred to as actuators | applying forces in the freedirections of the joints. Often, as is the case here, articulated bodies are required to not haveinternal loops, meaning that a graph with vertices corresponding to the links comprising anarticulated body and edges corresponding to the connecting joints is cycle-free. Acyclic ar-ticulated bodies are su�ciently general to encompass models for legged creatures as requiredin Chapter 3. Admitting cyclic topologies would lead to redundant systems of equations,thereby greatly increasing the mathematical and computational di�culties arising duringsimulation.The state of an articulated body can be described by means of a set of joint positioncoordinates, q, and their derivatives with respect to time, joint velocities _q. The simulationproblem for articulated bodies consists of solving for the joint accelerations �q, given thecurrent positions and velocities of the joints and the torques and forces applied internallyby the actuators and externally by contact and friction forces. A numerical integration pro-cedure can then be used to compute new positions and velocities, advancing the simulationin time.E�ectively, the real problem is the practical one of �nding formulations of articulatedbody dynamics and schemes for solving the equations of motion that lead to e�cient al-gorithms. Two di�erent paradigms are commonly used. Non-recursive algorithms, such asthe composite rigid body method by Walker and Orin [51], obtain and then solve a set ofsimultaneous linear equations in the unknown joint accelerations. That is, they construct8



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesa system of equations of the form J(q)�q = f(q; _q), where J is the joint space inertia ma-trix of the articulated body and depends on the current joint positions, and f is a linearfunction of q and _q, and then solve for �q by inverting J . Since such algorithms require theinversion of the N �N matrix J , where N is the number of degrees of freedom of the body,the computational requirements are high. On the other hand, recursive algorithms such asthe articulated body method by Featherstone [15] make explicit use of the topologicalstructure of the system to structure the computational process by propagating motion andforce constraints along the mechanism, and require computational resources growing onlylinearly with N .While the problem of generating and solving the equations of motion for an articulatedbody without internal loops or contact to other bodies is a matter of e�ciency, the moregeneral problem of simulating an articulated body, parts of which are in contact with otherparts of the body or with the environment, is more complex. Mathematically, contactsintroduce additional constraint equations, eliminating some of the degrees of freedom ofthe body, and giving rise to the problem of �nding e�cient schemes for incorporating theconstraint equations into the system of equations of motion. Unfortunately, the additionalequations can lead to redundancies which result in inconsistencies or ambiguities. It is awell established fact that combining the principles of rigid body mechanics with the usualassumptions about the constraints at contact points su�ers from this kind of problem.Moreover, none of the current contact handling algorithms is always able to avoid the trendto intolerably small integration step sizes as a consequence of con�gurations it is not suitedfor. As a general rule, the more complex the articulated body to be simulated, the moredemanding the task of physical simulation.The purpose of this chapter is to present computationally e�cient algorithms for cal-culating the dynamics of actuated articulated bodies. After introducing terminology andnotation for the description of articulated bodies in Section 2.1, the equations governingthe motion of articulated bodies are outlined in Section 2.2 and a recursive scheme fortheir solution | devised by Featherstone [15] and generalized and re�ned by Brandl,Johanni, and Otter [8] | is described in Section 2.3. This algorithm is included herebecause the equations derived in its development form the basis for the algorithms dealingwith static contacts and collisions discussed in Section 2.4. The derivation of the equationsof motion of an articulated body subject to applied impulses in Subsection 2.4.1 and theproposed algorithm for handling multiple static contacts in Subsection 2.4.4 are originalcontributions of this thesis. The chapter concludes with a summary and a discussion of howto integrate the outlined algorithms with a numerical integration procedure.9



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodies2.1 PreliminariesThis section �rst introduces spatial notation, a useful tool for formulating the equations ofmotion for rigid and articulated bodies. Then, a general formalism for describing constrain-ing mechanisms between rigid bodies which is well suited for modeling the joints connectingthe components of articulated bodies is presented. Finally, the conventions on notation andcoordinate systems used throughout the remainder of this thesis are outlined. This sectiondoes not attempt to derive the equations needed in the following, but simply presents themwithout proof. For its understanding, basic familiarity with the mechanics of rigid bodiesis useful. For an introductory treatment of the subject see for example Craig [13]. For amore extensive treatment of the problem of modeling constraining mechanisms and a greatnumber of examples of joint types see Roberson and Schwertassek [41]. Additional in-formation on spatial notation and on e�cient implementations of spatial matrix operationscan be found in Featherstone [16].2.1.1 Spatial NotationSpatial notation was �rst introduced by Featherstone [15] to unite the rotational andtranslational aspects of motion into a single vector quantity, thereby leading to concise andelegant descriptions of physical systems. In this thesis, a version revised by Brandl, Jo-hanni, and Otter [8] who clari�ed notational details is used. In spatial notation, positionis a generic term, embracing both location and orientation of an object. Accordingly, veloc-ities, accelerations, and forces are described by six-dimensional vectors, each incorporatingthree angular and three linear components. Throughout the following,v =  !v!denotes a spatial velocity with angular component ! and linear component v. Similarly,a =  _!_v!stands for the spatial acceleration with angular component _! and linear component _v, andf =  �f! 10



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesis a spatial force with � representing a torque and f a force vector. The spatial inertiamatrix of a rigid body is a 6� 6 matrix of the form1I =  I m ~dm ~dT m13�3! (2.1)where I is the 3� 3 moment of inertia tensor of the object with respect to the origin of thecoordinate system, d is the position of the center of mass of the body, and m is the body'smass.A spatial vector quantity can be transformed from one coordinate frame to another bymultiplication with a spatial transformation matrix. More speci�cally, let � and � denotetwo coordinate frames, and letX�;� =  A 03�303�3 A ! 13�3 03�3~bT 13�3! =  A 03�3A~bT A !where A is the 3 � 3 rotation matrix aligning �-coordinates with �-coordinates and b isthe origin of the �-coordinate system in �-coordinates. Then, if x(�) is the representationof a spatial vector quantity x expressed in �-coordinates, the representation of that samequantity in �-coordinates isx(�) = X�;�x(�):Similarly, a spatial inertia matrix I can be transformed from �-coordinates to �-coordinatesby means ofI(�) = XT�;�I(�)X�;�:As a special case, choosing a coordinate system centered at the center of mass of anobject shows that I can be expressed asI = DT  ICM 03�303�3 m13�3!D1For a vector c = 0B@c0c1c21CA, let ~c = 0B@ 0 �c2 c1c2 0 �c0�c1 c0 0 1CA. As a consequence, the cross product c � d ofthree-dimensional vectors c and d can be written as the matrix-vector product ~cd. In the same manner, thevector-matrix cross product c�M of three-dimensional vector c and 3� 3 matrix M is de�ned to be ~cM ,the 3� 3 matrix with columns being the cross products of c with the columns of M .Furthermore, throughout the following, 1n�n denotes the n� n unity matrix. Similarly, 0m�n stands forthe m� n zero matrix. 11



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodieswhere ICM is the moment of inertia tensor of the object with respect to the coordinatesystem centered at its center of mass, andD =  13�3 03�3~dT 13�3! :As ICM is symmetric and positive de�nite, m is positive, and D is regular, it follows thatI is symmetric and positive de�nite and therefore invertible. This property will be usedin Section 2.3. Furthermore, it is worth noting that spatial transformation matrices aretransitive in the sense thatX�; = X�;X�;�for any three coordinate frames �, �, and .2.1.2 JointsThe joint model presented in this section provides a uniform mathematical description ofthe kinematically constraining interconnection between two contiguous links of an articu-lated body. In this model, joints have at least zero and at most three rotational and threetranslational degrees of freedom. That is, even a rigid connection and the relative motionof two free bodies in space can be described. The model is a simpli�cation of the generaljoint model introduced by Roberson and Schwertassek [41].If a joint has N (0 � N � 6) degrees of freedom, the joint state can be described at anyinstant by a set of N position variables forming the joint position vector q, and N velocityvariables forming the joint velocity vector _q. For all joints used in the following, a set ofjoint state variables can be found such that the relative velocity of the moving body withrespect to the base body can be written in spatial notation asv = � _q:As _q is a minimal set of variables, the 6�N matrix � has full column rank and a 6�(6�N)matrix � can be found such that the columns of 6 � 6 matrix �� �� form a basis of IR6.The constituents of this basis are called the mode vectors of the joint, with the columnsof � being the vectors of the free modes of the joint spanning the motion space while thecolumns of � are the vectors of the constrained modes. Additionally, for all joints used inthe following the relationship �T�T!�� �� =  1N�N 0N�(6�N)0(6�N)�N 1(6�N)�(6�N)! (2.2)12



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodies
X’

X’’

base body

moving body

Figure 2.1: A general joint connectinga moving body to a base body. Therest position of the moving body is in-dicated by broken lines. Spatial trans-formation X 0 transforms spatial vectorsfrom the coordinate frame of the basebody to the coordinate frame of themoving body in its rest position, andspatial transformation X 00 transformsfrom there to the coordinate frame ofthe moving frame in its actual position.holds.Figure 2.1 shows a general joint connecting a moving body to a base body. On bothbodies, a �xed hinge point is at the origin of a local coordinate frame which moves with thebody. A transformationX 0 comprised of a translation b0 followed by a rotationA0 transformsspatial quantities from the coordinate frame of the base link to the coordinate frame of themoving link in its rest position, and a transformation X 00 comprised of a translation b00followed by a rotation A00 which are generally both dependent on the joint state completesthe transformation to the coordinate frame of the moving body. The dependency of A00 andb00 on the joint position q formally reects the constraints on the position of the movingbody imposed by the joint.The dynamic action between the base body and the moving body can be described bya resultant spatial force f acting on the moving body and, with negative sign, on the basebody. With f resolved in the coordinate system of the moving body, the free and constrainedmodes of the joint can be separated by writingf = ��+ � �; (2.3)where � is the vector of known, applied forces in the unconstrained directions of the joint,including actuator forces as well as damping forces and possibly spring forces enforcing jointlimits, and � is the vector of unknown constraint forces acting in the constrained directions.For a complete description of a joint, the state variables for the relative motion acrossthe joint, the constraint equations on the position variables manifested in transformationX 00, the mode vectors, and the kinematical equations of motion have to be given. Thefollowing examples of frequently used joints with the exception of the rigid connection and13



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesthe unconstrained joint are taken from Roberson and Schwertassek [41].Rigid Connection As a rigid connection has no degrees of freedom, it is trivially describedthe the following information.state variables: nonepositional constraint equations: b00(q) = 03�1; A00(q) = 13�3mode vectors: � = 06�0; � = 16�6kinematical equations of motion: noneRotational Joint The state of the single rotational degree of freedom of a rotational joint,the axis of which is along the common base vectors (1; 0; 0)T of both the base frametransformed by X 0 and the moving link frame, is adequately represented by ', theangle of rotation, and its derivative with respect to time.state variables: q = '; _q = _'positional constraint equations: b00(q) = 03�1; A00(q) = 0B@1 0 00 cos(') � sin(')0 sin(') cos(') 1CAmode vectors: � = 0BBBBBBBBB@1000001CCCCCCCCCA ; � = 0BBBBBBBBB@0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 00 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 11CCCCCCCCCAkinematical equations of motion: dqdt = _qPrismatic Joint The state of the single translational degree of freedom of a prismaticjoint, with the axis of the joint being along the common base vectors (0; 0; 1)T ofboth the base frame transformed by X 0 and the moving link frame, is adequatelyrepresented by z, the amount of extension along that axis, and its derivative withrespect to time.state variables: q = z; _q = _zpositional constraint equations: b00(q) = 0B@00z1CA ; A00(q) = 13�314



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesmode vectors: � = 0BBBBBBBBB@0000011CCCCCCCCCA ; � = 0BBBBBBBBB@1 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 00 0 1 0 00 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 01CCCCCCCCCAkinematical equations of motion: dqdt = _qSpherical Joint As a spherical joint has three rotational degrees of freedom, its velocity isadequately described by the relative angular velocity ! of the moving body. However,there is no set of three position variables describing the joint position such that itsderivative with respect to time is the relative angular velocity of the moving body.Moreover, as Roberson and Schwertassek [41] note, any representation of arbi-trary rotations in space by three parameters degenerates for certain values of thoseparameters.Therefore quaternions, sets of four parameters s', sx, sy , and sz satisfying the normal-ity constraint s2'+s2x+s2y+s2z = 1:0 which prescribe a rotation of 2 arccos(s') radiansabout the axis (sx; sy; sz)T , are chosen for the representation of arbitrary rotations.Even though strictly speaking quaternions are not state variables, they can e�ectivelybe used as such by de�ning their time derivative as done below.state variables: q = (s'; sx; sy; sz), _q = !positional constraint equations: b00(q) = 03�1,A00(q) = 20B@ 12 � s2y � s2z sxsy + s'sz sxsz � s'sysxsy � s'sz 12 � s2x � s2z sysz + s'sxsxsz + s'sy sysz � s'sx 12 � s2x � s2y1CAmode vectors: � =  13�303�3! ; � =  03�313�3!kinematical equations of motion: dqdt = 120BBBB@�sx �sy �szs' �sz sysz s' �sx�sy sx s' 1CCCCA0B@!x!y!z1CAUnconstrained Joint As an unconstrained joint has three translational and three rota-tional degrees of freedom, its velocity is appropriately represented by the relative15



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesspatial velocity of the moving body. The joint position can described by a transla-tion represented by vector (x; y; x)T followed by a rotation represented by quaternion(s'; sx; sy; sz). When computing the rate of change of joint position q from joint ve-locity _q it has to be taken into account that the linear component of the position isresolved in the frame of the base body while the linear component of the joint velocityis resolved in the frame of the moving body.state variables: q = (s'; sx; sy; sz; x; y; z)T ; _q = (!; v)Tpositional constraint equations: b00 = 0B@xyz1CA ;A00 = 20B@ 12 � s2y � s2z sxsy + s'sz sxsz � s'sysxsy � s'sz 12 � s2x � s2z sysz + s'sxsxsz + s'sy sysz � s'sx 12 � s2x � s2y1CAmode vectors: � = 16�6; � = 06�0kinematical equations of motion: dqdt = 0BBBBBBBBBBB@120BBBB@�sx �sy �szs' �sz sysz s' �sx�sy sx s' 1CCCCA0B@!x!y!z1CA(A00)T 0B@vxvyvz1CA 1CCCCCCCCCCCA2.1.3 Recursive Description of Articulated BodiesThroughout the following, articulated bodies are required to be acyclic. By choosing one ofthe links as the base link, the topology of an acyclic articulated body is that of a tree withthe base link at the root. E�ectively, this means that each link | with the exception ofthe base link | possesses one joint at which it is attached to its parent link and possiblyone or more joints at which child links are attached. If n is the number of links of which anarticulated body is comprised, let the links be numbered from 1 to n such that the numberof a link is always greater than the number of its parent link, and let pnt a mapping suchthat pnt(i) is the number of the parent link of link i. The joint connecting link i to itsparent link is called joint i. Furthermore, formally assume the existence of an additionalbody 0 of in�nite mass and inertia which acts as the parent link of link 1, the base link, towhich it is connected by an unconstrained joint. Figure 2.2 shows an articulated creature16



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodies
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Figure 2.2: A four-legged creature asevolved in Chapter 3 and a tree de-scribing its structure. Each of thelegs of the creature corresponds toa branch of the tree, and the trunkcorresponds to node 1.as evolved in Chapter 3 and a tree describing its structure in which the links are numberedaccording to this convention.Rather than resolving all variables in a global reference frame, every link has a localcoordinate system attached to it. An immediate bene�t from this convention is the factthat the inertia of a link and the mode vectors of its joint are constants in local coordinates.In all of the following, velocity, acceleration, and the torques and forces acting on a link willbe given in the link's local coordinate system without it being explicitly indicated. Moreover,as transformations will be required only between coordinate systems of consecutive links,Xpnt(i);i can be written shorter as Xi.2.2 Equations of MotionIn this section, the equations governing the motion of the links comprising an articulatedbody are presented in recursive form. That is, the velocity and acceleration of a link aregiven in terms of velocity and acceleration of the parent link and the relative joint motionand acceleration, and the equations of Newton and Euler are formulated in terms of theforces exerted on a link by its neighbors. Detailed derivations of the equations presentedin this section are beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found in Craig [13] orFeatherstone [16].VelocitiesThe spatial velocity of a link incorporates both the linear velocity of a link's hinge pointand the rotational velocity of the link. For frame i it can be written asvi = Xivpnt(i) + �i _qi; (2.4)showing that it is composed of the velocity of the parent link and the new velocity compo-nents added by the motion of joint i. 17



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated BodiesAccelerationsThe spatial acceleration of a link is comprised of its linear and angular acceleration. Forframe i it can be written asai = Xiapnt(i) + �i + �i�qi (2.5)where the term�i =  0Ai(!pnt(i) � (!pnt(i) � bi))!+ Ai~!pnt(i) 00 2Ai~!pnt(i)!�i _qiresults from the fact that the coordinate frame in which the acceleration is resolved ismoving. Therefore, the acceleration of link i is the sum of that of its parent link taking intoaccount the motion of the coordinate frame and the new acceleration components added bythe acceleration of joint i.Laws of Newton and EulerThe force balance equation in spatial notation unites the laws of Newton and Euler intoa single vector equation. Each link has spatial forces exerted on it by its neighbors, andin addition experiences an inertial spatial force and possibly external forces, such as thosearising due to contact between two links. As fi acts by de�nition with positive sign and thespatial forces fj , where j is a child link of i act with negative sign on link i, the laws ofNewton and Euler can be written asIiai = fi � Xfjji=pnt(j)gXTj fj + �i (2.6)where�i = f exti � !i � Ii!imi!i � (!i � di)!is a spatial bias force accounting for centripetal and Coriolis forces and any external forcesf exti that may be applied to the articulated body.Equations (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) in connection with the constraint equations imposed bythe joints capture all of the laws of physics governing the motion of articulated bodies. Morespeci�cally, after substitution of Equation (2.3) into Equation (2.6) and having computedall angular velocities using Equation (2.4), Equations (2.5) and (2.6) form a system of 12nlinear equations in the 12n unknowns �qi, �i, and ai for i = 1; : : : ; n. In the next section, ane�cient algorithm for the solution of this system is presented.18



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodies2.3 Recursive Formulation of Forward DynamicsIn this section, Featherstone's [15] articulated body algorithm is derived in the for-mulation of Brandl, Johanni, and Otter [8] who clari�ed some notational details andgeneralized it from handling only joints with a single degree of freedom to use the generaljoint model of Roberson and Schwertassek [41]. Lilly [28] referred to it as the most ef-�cient known algorithm for solving the equations of motion of an unconstrained articulatedbody without internal loops and interaction with the environment. So as to facilitate itsdevelopment, the equations underlying the algorithm are �rst derived for chain-structuredsystems before they are generalized to arbitrary tree-structured systems.2.3.1 Chain-Structured SystemsFor an articulated body with the structure of a chain, the numbering conventions outlinedin Subsection 2.1.3 mean that the links of the body are numbered in consecutive order,starting at the base, from 1 to n, with link i being connected to link i � 1 by joint i.Therefore, pnt(i) = i� 1 and Equation (2.6) can be replaced byIiai = fi �XTi+1fi+1 + �i (2.7)where fn+1 = 0 since the outermost link is unconstrained.The key to an e�cient recursive solution of the resulting system is to summarize theinertial properties of the subchains comprised of links i : : : ; n into a new inertial quantityI�i called the articulated body inertia. As a consequence of the equations of motion givenin Section 2.2 a linear relationship exists between a force applied to a component of anarticulated body and the resulting acceleration of this component or of any other componentof the body. Therefore, articulated body inertias can be represented using matrices, and itcan be writtenI�i ai = fi + ��i : (2.8)In this equation, ��i is an accumulated bias force term reecting the force which has to beexerted on link i if it is not to accelerate. It should be noted that the articulated bodyinertia I�i does not conform to the special form of rigid body inertias given in Equation(2.1), physically implying that there is no such thing as a center of mass for an articulatedbody.For i = n it is obvious from Equation (2.7), taking into account that fn+1 = 0, thatI�n = In 19



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesand ��n = �n:To compute I�i�1 and ��i�1 for i � n, assume that I�i is symmetric and positive de�nite. Thisis true for i = n as shown in Section 2.1.1 and will be demonstrated below for i < n. Bothsides of Equation (2.8) can be projected onto the free modes of the joint by premultiplicationwith �Ti , e�ectively eliminating the dependence on �i. Using Equations (2.5), (2.3), and (2.2)leads to�Ti I�i (Xiai�1 + �i + �i�qi) = �i + �Ti ��i :As I�i is symmetric and positive de�nite and �i has full column rank, the inverse of matrixMi = �Ti I�i �i exists and �q can be expressed as�qi =M�1i (�i + �Ti (��i � I�i (Xiai�1 + �i))): (2.9)Making use of Equation (2.5) and substituting Equation (2.9) into Equation (2.8) yields,after some simple transformations,fi = NiXiai�1 � i (2.10)whereNi = I�i � I�i �iM�1i �Ti I�iand i = ��i �Ni�i � I�i �iM�1i (�i + �Ti ��i ): (2.11)Therefore, using Equations (2.7) and (2.10) for link i� 1, it follows thatfi�1 = Ii�1ai�1 +XTi fi � �i�1= (Ii�1 +XTi NiXi)ai�1 �XTi i � �i�1:Comparison with Equation (2.8) shows thatI�i�1 = Ii�1 +XTi NiXi (2.12)and ��i�1 = �i�1 +XTi i: (2.13)20



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated BodiesFurthermore, Equation (2.2) can be used together with the fact that I�i is symmetric toshow that Ni can be written asNi = �iM�1i �TiwhereMi = �Ti I�1i �i. As �i has full column rank, it follows that Ni is positive semide�nite,and as Ii�1 is known to be symmetric and positive de�nite and Xi is regular, I�i�1 issymmetric and positive de�nite.2.3.2 Tree-Structured SystemsThe generalization of the equations to arbitrary tree-structured systems is straightforward.It has to be taken into account that a link can now have several child links, making itnecessary to use Equation (2.6) instead of Equation (2.7). As a consequence, Equations(2.12) and (2.13) have to be replaced byI�i = Ii + Xfjji=pnt(j)gXTj NjXj (2.14)and ��i = �i + Xfjji=pnt(j)gXTj j ; (2.15)respectively.Equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.9), and (2.5) form the basis for a recursive simulation algo-rithm for articulated bodies. The required articulated body inertias I�i and the accumulatedforce terms ��i can be computed from Equations (2.14) and (2.15), respectively, by startingat the leaves and progressing towards the root. The numbering convention on the linksintroduced in Subsection 2.1.3 makes it possible to simply proceed in order of decreasing i.Subsequently, the motion of link i can be computed from that of its parent link by means ofEquations (2.9) and (2.5). Since the motion of reference frame 0 is known, the accelerationsfor the entire articulated body can be obtained.The resulting algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.1. The �rst loop computes coordinatetransformations, velocities, and bias terms for all links and initializes the inertia matrices.The second loop computes articulated body inertias and accumulates forces. The third looppropagates accelerations from the base outwards. To include gravity, instead of applyingan acceleration of �9:81m=s2 to all links of the articulated body, it is possible to apply anequal but opposite acceleration to the inertial reference frame. It is obvious that both time21



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesv0 = 06�1;a0 = (0:0; 0:0; 0:0; 0:0; 9:81; 0:0)T ;for i = 1 to n f /* compute transformations, velocities, and bias terms */Xi = X 00i X 0i;�i =  0Ai(!i�1 � (!i�1 � bi))!+ Ai~!pnt(i) 00 2Ai~!pnt(i)!�i _qi;vi = Xivpnt(i) + �i _qi;I�i = Ii;��i = f exti � !i � Ii!imi!i � (!i � di)!;gfor i = n to 1 f /* propagate forces and inertias */Mi = �Ti I�i �i;if (pnt(i) > 0) fNi = I�i � I�i �iM�1i �Ti I�i ;i = ��i � Ni�i � I�i �iM�1i (�i + �Ti ��i );I�pnt(i) = I�pnt(i) �XTi NiXi;��pnt(i) = ��pnt(i) +XTi i;ggfor i = 1 to n f /* propagate accelerations */�qi =M�1i (�i + �Ti (��i � I�i (Xiapnt(i) + �i)));ai = Xiapnt(i) + �i + �i�qi;gAlgorithm 2.1: Multibody algorithm in the formulation of Brandl, Johanni, and Otter[8]. Relative joint accelerations �qi are computed for i = 1; : : : ; n from joint positions qi andjoint velocities _qi, and a description of the articulated structure by means of the joint typesand the transformations A0; b0 between consecutive links.22



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesand storage requirements of the algorithm are linear in the number of links and thereforein the number of degrees of freedom.Algorithm 2.1 e�ciently solves the problem of computing the joint accelerations foran acyclic articulated body without interaction with the environment. The subject of thefollowing section is methods of incorporating kinematic constraints imposed by contactsbetween di�erent bodies into the simulation.2.4 Contacts and CollisionsA realistic simulation of articulated bodies demands that no two bodies interpenetrate.Both contacts between di�erent links of one articulated body such as di�erent legs of anarti�cial creature and contacts with the environment such as the ground plane or otherbodies have to be considered. Contacts impose kinematic constraints on the relative velocityand acceleration of the bodies involved. In order to enforce these constraints, a simulationprogram has to detect contacts between bodies and then take appropriate action. If thedetected amount of interpenetration is within some tolerable range, it is su�cient to applycounter-acting forces computed on the basis of some contact model; if it is not, the previoustime step has to be repeated using a smaller step size.Two kinds of contact can be distinguished. Static contacts extend over a �nite periodof time and require that the normal component of the force opposing interpenetration doesno work on the bodies in contact. Modes of static contact include resting contact as well asrolling and sliding contact. On the other hand, dynamic contacts, henceforth referred to ascollisions, are of in�nitesimal duration and result in instantaneous changes in the velocityof the colliding bodies. So as to enforce the constraints imposed by collisions, impulses, amathematical idealization of very large forces applied over very short intervals of time, haveto be employed.This section �rst discusses contact detection and some geometrical issues at contactpoints in Subsection 2.4.1 before deriving the equations describing the e�ect of applying acontact force to an articulated body in Subsection 2.4.2. The derivation of these equationsis an original contribution of this thesis and allows for the generalization of the standardmethod for handling frictional collisions between rigid bodies to acyclic articulated bodiesdescribed in Subsection 2.4.3. Finally, Subsection 2.4.4 presents a classi�cation of currentalgorithms handling multiple simultaneous static contacts, outlines the problems inherentin them, and then suggests a new contact handling algorithm for articulated bodies to beused in Chapter 3. 23



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodies2.4.1 Contact GeometryThe purpose of this subsection is to introduce the problem of contact detection and tolist some common assumptions about geometrical conditions at contact points which, incombination with the assumption that the links an articulated body is comprised of areperfectly rigid and therefore propagate forces and impulses instantaneously, allow for thepossibility of restricting the attention to events at the contact point alone.Contact DetectionThe problem of detecting contacts is the most time consuming task in many simulations. Tobe able to check whether two given objects are colliding at a particular point in time, thepositions of both objects have to be known with respect to a common coordinate system.Frame 0, the world coordinate system, can serve as such a common frame. The transforma-tion matrix between frame 0 and an arbitrary link frame i can be computed asX0;i = Xi : : :X1;with the multiplication extending over all transformation matrices of links on the path fromthe root of the articulated structure to link i. The components b0;i and A0;i of X0;i can beused to compute the location and orientation of link i in world coordinates.A variety of algorithms aim at reducing the number of collision tests from O(n2), wheren is the number of objects in the scene, by using bounding boxes or spatial decompositionschemes, or attempt to make the collision tests themselves more e�cient. In applicationssuch as dynamic simulation, geometric or temporal coherence can often be exploited bymaking use of the fact that objects move on continuous trajectories in space. For example,a plane separating two objects at one time step is often likely to separate them during thenext time step as well. The details of the collision test are dependent on the shape of theobjects being tested.E�cient collision detection is of minor importance in the current work. The numberof bodies making up the virtual creatures evolved for walking is rather small, and thenumber of collision tests to be performed can be restricted by making use of the factthat legs from opposite sides of a creature are not likely to collide. For all simulationscarried out for this thesis, it turned out to be su�cient to employ a very simple approach,testing for collisions only between segments of adjacent limbs of a creature. The collisiontests themselves consist in an analytical computation of the minimal distance between thefrustums making up the limbs. For larger simulations with several articulated creatures24
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Figure 2.3:A contact between bodies i and j renderedin two dimensions. The broken lines indicate the ori-entation of the contact coordinate system, the z-axisof which is aligned with the surface normals at thecontact point.involved, a more sophisticated approach would have to be employed. Baraff [4] gives anextensive overview of such algorithms.Collision CoordinatesSo as to derive the equations of motion required in the following, it will be assumed that allcontacts are point contacts. If extended contact occurs, it will be modeled as a �nite numberof point contacts. For example, if the bodies in contact are composed of polyhedra, imposingnon-penetration constraints at the vertices of the polygonal contact area is su�cient toprevent interpenetration over the entire area. It will also be assumed that there always isa common tangent plane for the bodies in contact. If one of the features in contact is aplane, then it is taken to be the tangent plane. If both features in contact are edges, thetangent plane is de�ned to be the plane spanned by the edges. The unit normal vector ofthe tangent plane is referred to as the contact normal.Relative velocities, contact forces, and the equations of motion for a contact will begiven with respect to a contact coordinate system centered at the point of contact, whichis de�ned in such a way that its z-axis coincides with the contact normal. Formally, fora contact between bodies i and j, the contact coordinate system is de�ned by a spatialtransformationXi;con =  Ai;con 0Ai;con ~cTi Ai;con!which transforms i-coordinates into contact coordinates, where ci is the contact point ini-coordinates and Ai;con is a rotation matrix transforming the collision normal expressedin i-coordinates into the unit vector �0 0 1�T . A corresponding spatial transformationXj;con for link j transforms j-coordinates into contact coordinates. Figure 2.3 illustrates thelocation and orientation of the contact coordinate system and some of the quantities usedduring contact analysis. 25



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated BodiesBy convention, the contact normal is directed such that it points inwards for link i andconsequently outwards for link j, and the relative velocity between bodies i and j at thepoint of contact in contact coordinates is de�ned asvrel = Xi;convi �Xj;convj: (2.16)If the z-component of the linear component vrel = (vx; vy; vz)T thereof, the relative normalvelocity vz , is non-negative, the bodies are receding and no action has to be taken to preventinterpenetration. If vz < 0, a force f has to be applied at the point of contact to body i inthe direction of the contact normal and to body j in the opposite direction.2.4.2 Contact EquationsThis subsection derives the equations describing the e�ect that applying an external spatialforce at a particular point of an articulated body has on the acceleration of the body. Theseequations make it possible to generalize the common algorithms for handling collisions andstatic contacts between rigid bodies to articulated bodies. Like the articulated body methodoutlined in Section 2.3, the computational process leading to the inertial quantities requiredhere is recursive and requires time growing linearly in the number of links of the articulatedbody. The derivation is an original contribution of this thesis. Recently, Mirtich [33] founda similar algorithm for computing the same quantities.For the following derivation it is assumed that the components of the acceleration due toforces other than the applied external force are computed in a separate process and thereforedo not have to be considered here. This assumption will prove valid for both the algorithmsfor handling collisions and for handling static contacts described below. Due to the linearityof the equations for propagating forces and accelerations introduced in Section 2.3, thetotal acceleration is the sum of the two parts. A result of the assumption is considerablysimpli�ed equations. In particular, making use of �i = 0 and �i = 0, Equations (2.11) and(2.15) can be combined to yield��pnt(i) = �Ti ��i ; (2.17)where�i = (16�6 � �iM�1i �Ti I�i )Xi;and from Equations (2.9) and (2.5) it followsai = �iapnt(i) + �iM�1i �Ti ��i : (2.18)26
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Figure 2.4: Part of a tree representing an articulated body. Theinverse spatial inertia matrix {ij which determines the e�ect of aspatial force fj applied to link j on the acceleration ai of link i canbe found by propagating the force from link j to the root link andsubsequently the resulting acceleration from the root to link i. Linkk is the outermost link on the paths from the root to both link iand link j.Equations (2.17) and (2.18) can be used to compute the e�ect that applying a force fj tolink j of an articulated body has on the acceleration ai of link i. More speci�cally, Equation(2.17), together with ��j = fj , can be used to propagate the force from link j recursively tothe base link, and Equation (2.18) in combination with a0 = 0 can be used to propagatethe resulting acceleration from the base link to link i. As will be shown, the relationshipbetween the two quantities is linear and can be written asai = {ijfj : (2.19)The task at hand is to compute the inverse inertia matrix {ij which depends solely on thejoint positions and the mass and inertia properties of the articulated body.Figure 2.4 illustrates the situation. Let i1 = 1; i2; : : : ; im = i and j1 = 1; j2; : : : ; jn = jbe the links on the paths from the base link of the articulated body to links i and j,respectively. Furthermore, let k be the number of the outermost link which is in both thepaths. Then there is an l such that il = jl = k and il+1 6= jl+1. The force term ��� is non-zeroonly for links � 2 fj1; : : : ; jng and can be computed for link j� from Equation (2.17) as��j� = �Tj�+1 : : : �Tjnfj . Therefore, from Equation (2.18) it follows that{1j = �1M�11 �T1 �Tj2 : : : �Tjnand {i�j = ( �i�{i��1j + �i�M�1i� �Ti� �Tj�+1 : : :�Tjn for 1 < � � l�i�{i��1j for l < � � m :As im = i, it follows trivially that {ij = {imj . In the following subsections, the quantity {ijwill be used to compute collision impulses and contact forces.2.4.3 Frictional CollisionsCollisions between hard and compact bodies are highly complex processes involving vibra-tion waves propagating through the bodies, local deformations in the vicinity of the contact27



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesarea, and other highly nonlinear phenomena. So as to make their simulation tractable, aphysical model which is not only physically reasonably accurate but also computationallye�cient has to be found.Collisions result in changes in momentum and some loss of kinetic energy for the bodiesinvolved during a brief contact period. Mathematically, this can be achieved by applyingreaction impulses to the colliding bodies at the point of impact which are equal in magnitudebut opposite in direction. The central problem in collision resolution is to determine themagnitude and direction of the impulses required to achieve realistic behavior. Generally,the reaction impulse that develops during a collision depends on the initial relative velocityand material and inertia properties for both bodies at the impact point. The followingdescribes a procedure for computing reaction impulses for articulated bodies, generalizinga similar argument for rigid bodies which can be found in a number of references, includingMirtich and Canny [31], Keller [21], and Stronge [47].Collision ModelGeneralizing a statement on rigid bodies made by Baraff [4], treating the links of anarticulated body as perfectly rigid bodies leads to the instantaneous propagation of forcesand the possibility of the replacement of complex \micromechanical" processes by simple\macromechanical" results. As a consequence, the analysis of a collision can be con�nedto events at the contact point. However, in reality no body is perfectly rigid, and the rigidbody assumption has to be adjusted to arrive at a contact model allowing an analyticaltreatment of the collision process. The usual procedure is to postulate in�nitesimal collisiontime, prescribe a simple deformation history, and de�ne tangential forces by Coulomb'sfriction law as outlined below.In�nitesimal collision time: The duration of a collision is assumed to be negligible onthe simulation time scale. However, for the sake of computing an appropriate magnitude ofthe impulse to be applied, the moment of impact has to be regarded as a time interval of�nite length on a compressed time scale. On this time scale, interpenetration is preventedby a �nite force f applied to the colliding bodies for the duration of the collision, whichgives rise to continuous changes in velocity. Macroscopically, the collision impulse p can becomputed asp = Z fdt = Z dp: (2.20)The postulate of in�nitesimal collision time allows for two important approximations. First,the positions of the colliding objects can be regarded as constant during the entire collision,28



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesand second, the e�ects of other forces acting on the bodies can be disregarded as they arenegligible compared to the large impulsive forces. As a consequence, Equation (2.19) canbe used to compute the change in relative velocity which results from applying a collisionimpulse. More speci�cally, if links i and j of an articulated body are colliding and an impulsep expressed in contact coordinates is applied to link i and the opposite impulse �p to linkj at the point of contact, then the relative velocityvrel = Ai;con (vi + !i � ci)�Aj;con (vj + !j � cj)experiences a change which can be computed by forming the derivative of Equation (2.19)with respect to time as�vrel = �p; (2.21)where� = �03�3 13�3� (Xi;con{iiXTi;con �Xi;con{ijXTj;con�Xj;con{jiXTi;con + Xj;con{jjXTj;con) 03�313�3!is an inverse inertial quantity which combines the dynamic properties of the entire articu-lated body and projects them to the point of contact.Postulated deformation history: A coe�cient of restitution serves as an approximationto the complex deformations and energy losses which occur when two real bodies collide. Onthe collision time scale, the collision process is regarded as consisting of two di�erent phaseswhich can be distinguished by the sign of the relative normal contact velocity vz . Duringthe compression phase, which is marked by negative relative normal velocity, a deformationof the bodies occurs, and part of the kinetic energy of the two bodies is transformed intoelastic strain energy which is stored in the bodies. When vz = 0, the point of maximumcompression has been attained. During the subsequent restitution phase, the bodies returnto their original shapes and the stored energy is released, restoring part of the kinetic energythe bodies had before the collision, and thereby driving them apart. The work done by thenormal component pz of the collision impulse on the normal component of the relativevelocity at the point of impact isE = � Z vzdpz ; (2.22)the elastic strain energy. The work done by the tangential component of p is frictional energyand irrevocably lost. 29



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated BodiesThe duration of the restitution phase is determined by a constant �, the coe�cient ofrestitution, which is assumed to depend only on material properties of the colliding bodies.If � = 1:0, the collision is completely elastic and no energy is lost. If � = 0:0, the collision istotally plastic and the objects do not separate after the collision. There are three competinghypotheses as for which quantities the coe�cient of restitution relates, all of which are inwidespread use. The kinematic hypothesis, also termed Newton's hypothesis, prescribes �nalnormal velocity, de�ning the coe�cient of restitution as the negative of the ratio of normalcomponent of relative velocity between contact points at separation to that at incidence.Poisson's hypothesis prescribes the normal impulse applied during restitution, de�ning thecoe�cient of restitution as the negative of the normal reaction impulse during restitutiondivided by normal reaction impulse during compression. A more recent hypothesis suggestedby Stronge [47] demands that the coe�cient of restitution is the square root of the ratio ofelastic strain energy released at the contact points during restitution to the energy absorbedby deformation during compression. Formally,�2 = � Rrest vzdpzRcomp vzdpz (2.23)where the integral in the numerator extends over the restitution phase and denotes the elas-tic strain energy released during restitution while that in the denominator extends over thecompression phase and denotes the elastic strain energy absorbed during compression. Allthree hypotheses are equivalent for collinear or non-frictional collisions. However, Stronge[46] was able to show that only Equation (2.23) is always energetically consistent for non-collinear collisions with �nite friction.Coulomb friction: The Coulomb friction model describes a well accepted empirical re-lationship between the normal and tangential components of the reaction impulse at thecontact point. E�ectively, it will be used for de�ning the frictional component of the contactforce. It states that at any point in time the tangential component of the collision force isdirected to oppose the tangential velocity between the colliding bodies, and that the magni-tude of the tangential force is limited by the product of a constant � representing materialbehavior and the magnitude of the normal force; i.e. thatqdp2x + dp2y � �dpz : (2.24)While the tangential component of the relative velocity vrel between the two bodies is30



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesnon-zero, this leads to the equationsdpx = � �vxqv2x + v2y dpz and dpy = � �vyqv2x + v2y dpz: (2.25)If the tangential component of the relative motion between the two bodies is zero, thefrictional force still acts to oppose sliding. However, if a tangential force less than � timesthe normal force is su�cient to prevent sliding, only that force will be applied. Equations(2.25) de�ne what is commonly known as the friction cone. In the case of dynamic friction,the friction force can be found on the surface of this cone while static friction forces are inthe interior.Sliding ModeIf the tangential component of the relative velocity between the two bodies is non-zero,Equations (2.25) can be used to express the rate of change of tangential impulse withrespect to normal impulse asdpxdpz = � �vxqv2x + v2y and dpydpz = � �vyqv2x + v2y : (2.26)Di�erentiating Equation (2.21) with respect to the normal component of reaction impulsepz , it follows that0B@dvx=dpzdvy=dpzdvz=dpz1CA = �0BB@��vx=qv2x + v2y��vy=qv2x + v2y1:0 1CCA : (2.27)Equation (2.27) is a nonlinear di�erential equation which cannot be solved in closed form inthe general case. So as to track vrel during the course of the collision, Equation (2.27) has tobe numerically integrated with pz as the independent variable. The total reaction impulse pcan be computed by using Equation (2.25) and summing up the di�erential normal impulsesdpz using Equation (2.20). The elastic strain energy stored in the colliding bodies can betracked using Equation (2.22).Sticking ModeIf there is no relative tangential motion between the two colliding bodies the frictional forceacts to maintain sticking. That is, if the force required to achieve dvx=dpz = dvy=dpz = 0:031



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesis within the friction cone, it acts to prevent any tangential motion between the two bodies.To compute the force required to maintain sticking, di�erentiating Equation (2.21) withrespect to pz and setting dvx=dpz = dvy=dpz = 0:0 can be used to computedpxdpz = k0k2 and dpydpz = k1k2wherek0 = �01�12 � �02�11k1 = �10�02 � �00�12k2 = �00�11 � �01�10with the �ij being the components of matrix �. Inequality (2.24) shows thatqk20 + k21 � �k2 (2.28)is su�cient to guarantee that the sticking condition can be maintained. In this case Equation(2.27) has to be replaced by0B@dvx=dpzdvy=dpzdvz=dpz1CA = �0B@k0=k2k1=k21:0 1CA : (2.29)It is worth noting that this force stays constant for the remainder of the collision, makingit possible to discard the numerical integration and compute the remaining impulse to beapplied in a single step.If Condition (2.28) is not ful�lled, the frictional force is not su�cient to maintain stick-ing, and sliding resumes. Immediately after the resumption of sliding, the behavior of thetangential impulse is again governed by Equations (2.26). However,Bhatt and Koechling[6] have shown that in the case of resumed sliding the direction of sliding is constant andgiven bydpydpx = vyvx :Thus, using Equation (2.21) to express vx and vy in terms of dpx and dpy and substituting = dpy=dpx, it follows = �10 + �11 + �12p1 + 2=��00 + �01 + �02p1 + 2=�: (2.30)32



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesvy vx vy vx vy vxFigure 2.5: Inuence of friction constant � on the ow in tangent velocity space. The hori-zontal and vertical axes represent vx and vy , respectively. The values of friction constant �are, from left to right, 0:3, 0:4, and 0:7. The dots indicate the inital values of the trajectories.Bhatt and Koechling [6] have demonstrated that Equation (2.30), a quartic equation inparameter , always has exactly one solution for which sliding velocity and applied impulseare opposed. This solution can be found by Newton's method and subsequently used tocompute the reaction impulse for the rest of the collision, making it possible to discard thenumerical simulation as in the case of continued sticking.The AlgorithmSummarizing the procedure from the previous paragraphs, the algorithm for computing re-action impulses is now clear. First compute the relative velocity vrel between the two bodiesand verify that its normal component vz is negative. Then numerically integrate di�eren-tial Equation (2.27), tracking the work E done by the normal component of the reactionimpulse using Equation (2.22). When vz reaches zero, the point of maximum compressionhas been attained. Multiply E by � to determine the amount of elastic strain energy tobe released during restitution and continue the integration until E = 0:0. If the relativetangential velocity vanishes at some point during the integration, use Inequality (2.28) todetermine whether the frictional force is su�cient to maintain sticking. If it is, employEquation (2.29) to compute the tangential component of the impulse for the remainder ofthe collision, otherwise solve Equation (2.30) to compute dp. Algorithm 2.2 illustrates theprocedure.Figure 2.5 shows a projection of the trajectories of the relative velocity vrel onto theplane de�ned by vz = 0:0 for a particular matrix � and a number of initial relative velocities33



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesphase = compression;E = 0:0;dpz = 1:0;while (phase 6= restitution or E > 0:0) fif (v2x + v2y = 0:0) f /* stuck */k0 = �01�12 � �02�11;k1 = �10�02 � �00�12;k2 = �00�11 � �01�10;if (pk20 + k21 < �k2) f /* keep sticking */dpx = k0=k2; dpy = k1=k2;gelse f /* resume sliding */: : :gdvz = �20dpx + �21dpy + �22;if (phase = compression) h = (p�(v2z � 2Edvz)� vz)=dvz;else h = (pv2z � 2Edvz � vz)=dvz;p = p+ hdp;break;gdpx = ��vx=qv2x + v2y ; dpy = ��vy=qv2x + v2y ;dv = �dp;E = E + (vz + hdvz=2:0)h;p = p+ hdp;v = v + hdv;if (phase = compression and vz � 0:0) fphase = restitution;E = � �E;ggAlgorithm 2.2: Collision algorithm computing p from vrel and �. For an e�ective implemen-tation, step sizes h have to be suitably chosen, and the direction of the reaction impulseafter the resumption of sliding (indicated by dots) has to be computed.34



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesand di�erent frictional coe�cients �. For most initial conditions, the direction of relativetangential velocity keeps changing continuously throughout the duration of impact. It is alsoobvious that the ow depends qualitatively on the frictional coe�cient �. While Equation(2.30) has two roots for � = 0:3 and � = 0:4, it has four for � = 0:7, leading to twoadditional invariant directions. However, in any case there is exactly one outward directedinvariant direction.As the independent variable in the integration, the normal component of the reactionimpulse pz monotonically increases during the integration. However, several authors, includ-ing Wang and Mason [52] and Baraff [4], have pointed to the possibility that applyinga positive normal impulse leads to an acceleration of the bodies towards each other insteadof preventing interpenetration. In that case, vz decreases during the collision and the ter-mination criterion will never be reached. The integration computing the reaction impulsecontinues inde�nitely. This counterintuitive behavior is a de�ciency of the contact modelresulting from the attempt to use Coulomb's law in conjunction with the principles of rigidbody mechanics, and it has been speculated by Stronge [47] that it is important for sur-face damage due to abrasive wear during impact. While the problem does not seem to beof great interest in rigid body mechanics | Mirtich and Canny [32] assert that it hasnot occurred during any of their simulations | it is quite frequent if articulated bodies areinvolved. For the purpose of this thesis, the problem has been solved somewhat arbitrarily,but with visually pleasing results, by applying an impulse which zeroes the tangential com-ponent of the relative velocity without inuencing the normal component before computingthe reaction impulse, according to Algorithm 2.2, whenever it occurs.An additional problem can arise when parts of the articulated body are in static contactwith each other or with the ground during a collision. In that case, the impulse whichenforces the non-interpenetration constraint at the point of impact can lead to a violationof constraints at other contact points, creating the necessity to apply additional reactionimpulses wherever the normal component of the relative velocity becomes negative.2.4.4 Static ContactsDue to their non-singular nature, static contacts are more di�cult to handle than colli-sions. They cannot be treated as isolated phenomena on a di�erent time scale with allother events being disregarded, but have to be handled as �nite in duration and occurringsimultaneously. Moreover, a simulator dealing with articulated bodies subject to kinematicconstraints resulting from contacts has to be able to cope with changing modes of contactand with changing topologies as a consequence of the fact that contacts can be established35



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesand broken frequently during the course of a simulation.As for collisions, the normal component and the tangential component of a contactforce are usually related by Coulomb's friction law. Normal forces prevent interpenetrationby acting perpendicularly to the contact surfaces while friction forces act tangentially andoppose slipping motion. The friction force is called dynamic friction if the two bodies areslipping at the contact point; otherwise it is called static friction. In contrast to collisions,the normal force for static contacts does no work on the bodies in contact. The algorithmsdealing with the problem of computing static contact forces can roughly be grouped intothree classes: analytical methods, penalty methods, and impulse-based methods.Analytical MethodsA variety of methods attempt to model contact forces analytically. The motion constraintsimposed by contacts are accounted for by formulating the equations of motion of an un-constrained mechanism subject to unknown contact forces. In particular, using Equation(2.19), if n forces fj1 ; : : : ; fjn are applied simultaneously to links j1; : : : ; jn of an articulatedbody, the resulting acceleration ai of link i can be computed by linear superposition asai = nXk=1 {ijk fjk : (2.31)Solving for the accelerations at the contact points and substituting the result into the con-straint equations results in a system of equations which, together with Coulomb's law, canbe used to compute the contact forces. Conceptually, the contacts may be regarded as tem-porary joints, creating closed loops in the articulated body. Brandl, Johanni, and Otter[9] present an algorithm tailored for articulated bodies which uses constraint propagationto e�ectively extend the articulated body algorithm to handle closed loops, leading to anespecially e�cient way of generating the system of equations.While theoretically the most satisfying solution, the analytical approach su�ers froma number of problems. Baraff [3] has shown that the problem of computing frictionalcontact forces for a system of rigid bodies with contacts subject to dynamic friction governedby Coulomb's law amounts to solving a non-convex quadratic program. In addition to thecomputational di�culty of �nding a solution, it is possible that either no valid set of contactforces or several distinct sets leading to di�erent outcomes exist, raising the issue of �ndingconsistent solutions during consecutive time steps. Moreover, Baraff [4] has shown thatthe problem of deciding whether a unique set of contact forces exists is NP-complete, andthat the problem gets even harder if some of the contacts are subject to static friction.36



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated BodiesFurthermore, analytic methods assume that the direction of sliding is constant during anintegration time step. In the simulations carried out for this thesis, this requirement oftenturned out to be impractical for articulated bodies as it required extremely small step sizesto avoid substantial error.Penalty MethodsPenalty methods are an attempt to circumvent the problem of generating and solving thequadratic system of equations by converting the constrained problem into an unconstrainedone where deviation from the constraint is penalized. The constraint is not strictly enforced,but only encouraged. Moore and Wilhelms [34] pioneered the method by suggesting in-sertion of temporary springs at all contact points which act to repel interpenetrating bodies,with the normal component of the contact force linearly dependent on the interpenetrationdepth. The implementation of this scheme is rather simple compared with the analyticalmethod, making it by far the most commonly used algorithm for handling static contacts.The main drawback of this approach is that it leads to a set of very sti� equations,requiring extremely large spring constants and thereby small step sizes from the numericalintegration routine used to compute relative joint accelerations if deep interpenetration isto be avoided. Moreover, physically and visually unrealistic behavior can result from thefact that time proceeds in steps rather than continuously, leading to contacts not beingdetected until a �nite amount of interpenetration has occurred and therefore being subjectto unreasonably large forces which may cause \jumps". Furthermore, it is unclear how tosolve the problem of handling parallel static contacts subject to static friction. Altogether,this makes penalty methods a rather unattractive choice for handling static contacts.Impulse-based MethodsThe impulse-based method, �rst suggested by Hahn [18], models all types of contactthrough series of impulses between the objects in contact. Contact forces are not computedexplicitly, but occur only as time averages of reaction impulses. Mirtich and Canny [31]took up the idea and revised it to identify static contacts by the relative normal velocity be-ing below some threshold and suggested to handle them separately from ordinary collisions.Fully elastic collisions can be employed to make sure that the normal impulse does no workon the bodies in contact and eliminate unrealistic e�ects such as a block slowly creepingdown a ramp in spite of friction. Mirtich [33] extended the method to articulated bodies,circumventing the problem of having to handle multiple contacts simultaneously by reduc-37



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodiesing the integration step size to have at most a single contact at any point in time. Whilethere is empirical evidence that the impulse-based method produces physically accurateresults in simple cases, it is inappropriate for handling multiple simultaneous or temporallyextended contacts e�ciently. Generally, the impulse-based approach is a promising alter-native to analytical solutions and penalty methods in the case of transient contacts, butit leads to intolerably small step sizes and a large amount of unnecessary computation insituations where static contacts dominate the system dynamics.SummaryTo summarize, none of the three approaches o�ers a completely satisfactory solution tothe problem of handling multiple simultaneous static contacts, a fact which has led Goyal,Pinson, and Sinden [17] to substantially deviate from the common approach by suggestinga soft contact solution which attempts to model the micromechanical processes associatedwith the contact in greater detail. However, this approach produces very sti� equations andis too ine�cient for most applications. A solution which is both e�cient and satisfactorilyrealistic has yet to be found.Due to the ine�ciency of the analytical approach and its inability to handle changesin the direction of sliding, the shortcomings of the other approaches, and the need forhigh simulation speeds due to the necessity to reliably evaluate the performance of a largenumber of creatures, a variation of the above methods was chosen for this thesis. Afterevery integration step, the inverse inertia matrices �ij for every pair of contacts i and jare computed. Then, in an iterative process, forces are applied to the contact with thelargest remaining negative relative normal acceleration until it is ensured that no furtherinterpenetration occurs at any contact point. The direction of the tangential component ofa contact impulse is governed by Coulomb's law and is free to change during the iterativeprocess. Simulations show comparatively high e�ciency, making real time simulation ofcreatures with up to about twenty degrees of freedom possible while producing reasonablyaccurate results. However, it has to be noted that occasionally the iterative process of addingcontact impulses continues inde�nitely as decreasing the absolute acceleration at one contactcan increase the absolute contact acceleration at another, and that the handling of contactssubject to static friction is less than optimal. Nonetheless, given the often large number ofsimultaneous contacts | up to about twenty can occur at a time | and the sometimesrapidly changing directions in the tangent velocity ow space for some of the contacts, theresults that can be obtained by the approach developed here have proved quite satisfactory.38



Chapter 2. Physical Simulation of Actuated Articulated Bodies2.5 SummaryTo summarize, the algorithm for solving the equations of motion discussed in Section 2.3 andthe methods for handling collisions and static contacts outlined in Section 2.4 form a basisfor a dynamic simulation program for actuated articulated bodies. A numerical integrationprocedure advances the simulation in time. As collisions introduce discontinuities into themotion of the simulated bodies, predictor-corrector methods are not a wise choice for anintegration routine. Instead, for this thesis a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm withadaptive step sizes as described in Press et al. [37] has been used. Collisions have to behandled between two steps as integrating over collisions would lead to intolerably small stepsizes.In the next chapter, the algorithms outlined above will be used for simulating the motionof three-dimensional legged creatures in a very simple environment. On an SGI Indigo2workstation with R4400 processor, simulation speeds about 60% faster then real time couldbe obtained for single creatures with up to eighteen degrees of freedom.
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Chapter 3Evolution of Virtual CreaturesWhen dynamic simulation based on general physical models of articulated �gures is usedto produce animation sequences, physical simulation algorithms ensure that the creatures'motion is realistic and that all physical constraints are met. However, so as to animatea character, its internal degrees of freedom have to be controlled. For that purpose, anarticulated body is equipped with a mechanism generating forces to be applied in the freedirections of its joints. In the notation of Chapter 2, the force generators, often calledactuators or e�ectors, supply the values of the forces �i of Algorithm 2.1.A control system is a device for controlling the actuators of a creature. For every simu-lation time step, for every internal joint i with n degrees of freedom, it computes an n-tuplehi, possibly by making use of a variety of sensors providing information on the currentstate of the creature and its environment, such as proprioceptive sensors, tactile sensors,kinesthetic sensors, or photosensors, which is used by the actuator of the joint to generateforces�i = ki � (hi � qi)in the free directions of the joint. As usual, qi denotes the joint position of joint i, and ki isa joint speci�c constant.A variety of approaches ranging from using simple sinusoidal functions without sensorinput to biologically inspired combinations of coordination schemes including reexes andmotor programs, neural networks, and dataow architectures have been used as controlsystems for virtual creatures as described in Chapter 1.If control systems are to be generated in an evolutionary process, it is favorable tohave a controller space which is densely populated with useful controllers. Moreover, if the40



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesevolutionary process is not to degenerate into a random search, control systems which areclose according to some metric in the controller space have to show similar, but not identical,behavior. While the use of sinusoidal functions ful�lls these requirements, it is too restrictiveand does not allow for a wide range of behaviors that may be of interest. More powerfulcontrol mechanisms such as neural networks and dataow architectures are well capableof generating these behaviors, but in using one of these approaches most control systemsfail to generate useful behavior at all, and there is no simple metric ensuring continuity incontroller space. In this thesis, spectral synthesis is suggested as a useful tool for generatingcontrol systems which are su�ciently powerful to generate a wide range of motion and atthe same time well suited for evolutionary optimization.This chapter �rst outlines evolutionary algorithms and the principles they are basedupon in Section 3.1 and then introduces the legged, insect-like virtual creatures used in thisthesis and the evolutionary operators used to evolve them in Section 3.2. As an originalcontribution, spectral synthesis as a method for generating evolvable control systems isintroduced in Subsection 3.2.2. The chapter concludes with results and a selection of imagesequences from computer simulations of creatures which have been evolved for locomotionbehavior in Section 3.3.3.1 Evolutionary AlgorithmsEvolutionary algorithms form a class of direct search and optimization algorithms mak-ing use of some of the principles which have been identi�ed to underlie organic evolution.They attempt to model the collective learning process of a population of individuals un-der selective pressure. Though only a crude abstraction of biological reality, evolutionaryalgorithms have proven to be robust and powerful alternatives to conventional optimizationtechniques where many of the latter tend to fail, as for example in the case of multimodal,discontinuous, or non-di�erentiable objective functions or in dynamical optimization. Theseproperties, together with their potential to emphasize the explorative aspect of the searchwithout losing sight of the goal of the optimization, have made evolutionary algorithms apopular choice for the generation of virtual creatures with life-like properties.This section introduces evolutionary algorithms from a very general point of view. Manydetails and theoretical results can be found in B�ack [1] who provides a comprehensiveoverview of the subject upon which the following treatment is based. The particular evo-lutionary operators used for evolving virtual creatures for locomotion behavior which havebeen developed as part of the work underlying this thesis are described in Section 3.2.41



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creatures
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select newFigure 3.1: Flow chart of an evolutionary algorithm.3.1.1 Evolutionary Search and OptimizationRudolph [42] suggested a classi�cation of optimization techniques distinguishing betweenvolume-oriented and path-oriented methods. While volume-oriented algorithms, typical ex-amples of which are exhaustive search and Monte Carlo methods, emphasize the idea ofexploring di�erent regions of the search space, path-oriented methods, such as gradientascent algorithms, rely on information gathered during the optimization process, makingsmall steps towards successively better solutions. Generally, volume-oriented methods aresuperior as far as convergence reliability towards a global optimum is concerned as theyare not likely to get stuck in local optima, while they are outperformed by path-orientedmethods with respect to convergence velocity.Evolutionary algorithms combine features from both of these classes and can changetheir characteristics during the course of the search process as a response to endogenousconditions as well as to exogenous parameters. They bene�t from a high diversity of thegenetic material present in the population, emphasizing the explorative, volume-orientedaspect, while making use of previous solutions when generating o�spring, resulting in apath-oriented component. Ideally, several paths are explored in parallel while maintainingthe chance to mix information from paths pursued by di�erent subpopulations so as topreserve the possibility of escaping local optima.Historically, three threads in the �eld of evolutionary optimization which until recentlyhave developed very much independently from each other can be discerned: genetic algo-rithms, evolution strategies, and evolutionary programming. They di�er in the representa-tion of the object variables and in the evolutionary operators applied to them, each oneof them emphasizing di�erent features as being most important to successfully modelingan evolutionary process. More recently, genetic programming has been devised by Koza[25, 26] as a technique for the evolutionary optimization of computer programs. Severalauthors, including Peterson [36] and Ventrella [50], add interactive features to the42



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesevolutionary approach so as to be able to incorporate subjective judgement into the searchprocess.However, all methods share the common idea of interpreting a number of points inthe search space as the genotypes of individuals forming a population which is subject torecombination, mutation, and selection so as to evolve it towards successively better regionsof the search space. More speci�cally, at every time step, individuals are selected randomlyfrom the population to form o�spring by means of recombination. Recombination resultsin a mixing of parental information which is subsequently subject to mutation. From thetotal o�spring generated in this manner, a number of individuals is selected on the basisof their phenotypic properties determined by the objective function to form the populationof the next generation. By favoring individuals of higher �tness, i.e. those for which theobjective function applied to their genotypic description yields lower values if the task isminimization and vice versa, over those with lower �tness, convergence towards the globaloptimum can be ensured under certain conditions. Figure 3.1 outlines the general procedure.The following subsections introduce generic versions of the genetic operators.3.1.2 SelectionThe selection operator selects a given number of individuals from the total o�spring whichhas been produced to form the population of the next generation. It di�ers from mutationand recombination in that it is independent of the genetic representation of the individuals,merely making use of phenotypical properties of individuals. In the Darwinian theory ofevolution, the �tness of an individual is determined only indirectly by its propensity tosurvive and reproduce in the particular environment it is living in. B�ack [1] notes that inthat sense natural selection is not an active driving force but only manifested in di�erentialgrowth rates of individuals. In evolutionary algorithms, however, �tness is a direct, well-de�ned, and evaluable property of individuals, making it an arti�cial abstraction of thebiological struggle for existence which implies survival and reproduction behavior, oppositeto biological reality.1B�ack suggested a characterization of selection mechanisms by means of the concept oftakeover time. The takeover time is the number of generations after which repeated ap-1Recently, attempts have been made to reverse this causality by letting individuals compete with eachother without de�ning a static �tness function. Reynolds [40], Tu and Terzopoulos [48], and Sims [45]report experiments in which behavior is evolved by direct competition between individuals. In all of theseexamples, the reproducibility of a virtual organism depends on other evolving organisms and is continuouslyin ux, leading to a dynamically changing �tness landscape.43



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesplication of the selection operator to a population which is not subject to recombinationand mutation yields a population consisting exclusively of copies of the best individual con-tained in the initial population. The takeover time can serve as a measure for the selectivepressure a particular selection operator exerts on a population, with large takeover timesreecting low selective pressure and vice versa. High selective pressure means a high direct-edness of the search process and leads to a path-oriented search while low selective pressurecorresponds to a \soft", volume-oriented search.Two selection schemes frequently employed are proportional selection and deterministicselection of the best n o�spring individuals where n is the �xed population size. The formerscheme is the usual selection mechanism for genetic algorithms. Using it, the probabilityof an individual being selected for survival is proportional to its relative �tness within thepopulation. The scheme has been shown by B�ack [1] to have large takeover times comparedwith other selection mechanisms, and therefore to exert relatively low selective pressure onthe population. The latter scheme, on the other hand, is the selection mechanism exertingthe highest selective pressure. It is the default selection algorithm for evolution strategies.3.1.3 MutationThe mutation operator models the small errors that occur when genetic information inbiological systems is replicated by recombination. In evolutionary algorithms, it has theimportant function of introducing innovation into the population. As a general rule, smallerrors are more likely to occur than large ones, making normally distributed random vari-ables with zero means a natural candidate for the mutation of real-valued parameters andrecommending Grey codes for the representation of binary data. It is important to ensurethat in the absence of selective pressure successive mutations are neutral on average to avoidnumerical drift which would lead to biased outcomes of the evolutionary search.A general problem related to mutation is that of step size control, where step size is usedas a generic term, embracing quantities such as the mutation probability for binary dataand the standard deviation of a normal distribution used to mutate real-valued data. If thestep size chosen is too small, an unnecessarily large number of iterations is required to makesubstantial progress, whereas too large a step size continuously destroys information, leadingto a degeneration of the evolutionary process into a random search. Generally, accordingto B�ack [1], optimal mutation rate and convergence velocity tend to increase as selectivepressure increases. It is wrong to say that one selection mechanism is superior to another,but mutation rates have to be carefully tuned to ensure satisfactory performance.Di�erent algorithms have been proposed for controlling step sizes and adjusting muta-44



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturestion rates to the local structure of the objective function. Rechenberg [39] analyticallycomputed optimal step sizes for a very simple evolution strategy applied to several simpleobjective functions. He observed that the probability with which an o�spring individualoutperforms its parent in the case of optimally chosen step sizes is approximately the samefor di�erent objective functions. On the basis of this observation, he derived a simple stepsize control algorithm which calls for an increased step size if the success rate during thepast generations was too high and vice versa. As an alternative, Schwefel [43] suggestedself-adaptation of strategy parameters, making the step sizes part of the genetic informa-tion of an individual itself and thereby optimizing them in the course of the evolution.Self-adaptation has been shown to successfully adjust step sizes to the local structure ofthe objective function for several examples. However, care is advised as it increases thedimensionality of the search space.3.1.4 RecombinationThe recombination operator models the process of generating the genetic material of ano�spring individual from that of its parent individuals. It can either act on two individualsrandomly chosen from the parent population, making the genetic information of the o�springa combination of the information carried by the two, or choose a new pair of parents forevery component to be generated. The latter algorithm deviates from biological reality andemphasizes the point of view that the population as a whole forms a gene pool from whichnew individuals are constructed.Recombination on the components can be either discrete, randomly choosing geneticinformation from either of the parents, or | for real-valued parameters | intermediate,forming an arithmetic mean of the parent information. It is worthwhile noting that di�erentrecombination operators can be used for object variables and strategy parameters in thecase of self-adaptation. Experiments reported by B�ack [1] have shown that for evolutionstrategies discrete recombination for object variables and intermediate recombination forstrategy parameters yield good results.3.1.5 ParallelismEvolutionary algorithms are a natural candidate for parallel implementation. The popula-tion can be distributed over a number of processors, with the evaluation of the �tness of anindividual, which is often the most time consuming task, and mutation not requiring anycommunication between di�erent processors. However, the bene�ts from simply increasing45



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesthe population size are limited. The expected gain in convergence velocity and reliabilitydecreases as population size increases, in part due to the fact that many individuals willcarry almost identical genetic information. Therefore, e�orts have to be made to maintaingenetic diversity of the population. B�ack [1] distinguishes two ways of accomplishing this:the migration model and the di�usion model.In the migration model, the population is divided into a number of subpopulations whichevolve in isolation from each other most of the time, with recombination and selection beinglocal to the subpopulations. Occasionally, however, individuals migrate between di�erentsubpopulations. The desired e�ect is to have di�erent subpopulations evolving towardsdi�erent locally optimal regions of the search space, e�ectively avoiding degeneration into apath-oriented search. Obviously, this approach is highly suitable for parallel implementationon a cluster of workstations.The di�usion model uses a more �ne-grained form of parallelism which requires a consid-erably higher communication bandwidth. It de�nes a metric on the population by arrangingit for example a two- or three-dimensional lattice structure and has the recombination andselection operators applied only to neighboring individuals. In this way, genetic informationcan propagate, or di�use, only slowly through the population, e�ectively favoring subpop-ulations with widely di�ering genetic material to claim their niches in di�erent parts of thelattice.3.2 Virtual CreaturesVirtual creatures are described by two separate aspects: their morphology and their controlsystem. The morphology determines the physical appearance and properties of a creature,the control system its behavior. When there are no stringent needs which completely de-�ne the physical appearance of a creature, its morphology can be subject to evolutionaryoptimization along with its control system. Generally, evolving three-dimensional creaturesnot only makes the task of physical simulation considerably more di�cult than using two-dimensional ones, but also creates higher demands on the control systems due to an increasednumber of degrees of freedom.To generate either of the two components by automated evolution, an appropriate geno-typic description for creatures has to be found, and recombination and mutation operatorshave to be given. So as to increase the chances of the evolutionary search to succeed, thecreatures have to be evolvable in the sense that small changes to the genotype of a creatureresult in small changes of the phenotype. Systems in which small changes of parameters46



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesresult in either no change at all or in a very large change of the dynamics of the systemmake evolutionary search an arduous task. Furthermore, it is useful to devise an encodingwhich leads to a search space of not too high a dimension. Unnecessarily many parametersmake the evolutionary search likely to fail while a \constrained embryology" as suggestedby Dawkins [14], in which a few high-level genes control relatively powerful features of thephenotype, greatly increases the chance of success.3.2.1 MorphologyCreature morphologies that have been explored in the past range from van de Panneand Fiume's [49] simple two-dimensional creatures to McKenna and Zeltzer's [29] 38-degree-of-freedom cockroach, and from Ventrella's [50] kinematic stick �gures to Sims's[44] three-dimensional dynamic creatures. Obviously, both the value of three-dimensional,fully dynamic creatures for animation purposes and the di�culties involved in the simulationof their behavior are higher than for two-dimensional or kinematically deforming characters.The creatures evolved in this thesis are three-dimensional, fully dynamic articulatedbodies. Explicit attempts have been made to limit the number of degrees of freedom whilepreserving the ability to generate creatures of a complexity which makes them useful foranimation purposes. More speci�cally, the creatures' morphology has been restricted toa symmetric, insect-like shape, with each creature consisting of a trunk, modeled as anellipsoid with a volume constraint so as to prevent the evolution of creatures successful onlydue to a weight advantage, and two or three pairs of limbs, each consisting of two frustum-shaped segments. All links have an identical and invariant speci�c mass. The diametersof two segments connected by a joint are required to match at the junction. The limbsare connected to the trunk at �xed positions, but at variable orientations. All joints arerotational with joint limits enforced by spring forces. Actuator forces are proportional tothe diameter of the links at the respective joints.Consequentially, the parameters required for specifying the morphological properties ofa creature are a binary variable for the number of limb pairs, and for every link, real-valuedvariables specifying the dimensions of the link and the position where it is attached to itsparent link, and a quaternion determining its relative orientation with respect to its parentlink. This morphology was chosen due to the possibility of encoding it in just a few bytes,making it appropriate for evolutionary optimization, its potential to produce rolling motions| a factor which has not yet been explored by other researchers and which was hoped tolead to interesting forms of locomotion | and because it is reminiscent of some animalshapes while having only a small number of degrees of freedom.47



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creatures
c1 c2c3 = recombine(c1; c2) c4 = mutate(c3)

Figure 3.2: The top row shows two crea-tures c1 and c2, the bottom row on theleft a typical recombination of the two,and on the right a mutation thereof.So as to evolve creature morphologies, a recombination operator combining the geneticinformation describing the morphological properties of two parent individuals and a mu-tation operator making small changes to the result have to be de�ned. The recombinationoperator used for the computer experiments to be described below sets the number oflimb pairs of the o�spring individual to that of either of the parent individuals, uses thearithmetic mean of the dimensions of the parent individuals' trunks to generate the cor-responding quantities of the o�spring individual, and copies the genotypic descriptions ofcomplete limb pairs chosen randomly from either of the parent individuals to the o�springindividual. Subsequently, all real-valued parameters and both the angles and the axes ofrotation of the quaternions are mutated by adding small, normally-distributed random dis-placements with zero mean. Figure 3.2 shows two evolved creatures along with the resultsof the application of the recombination operator and a typical mutation.3.2.2 Control SystemsA wide range of control systems has been explored in related research. Ventrella [50]used oscillators with no sensor input for animating three-dimensional stick �gures. Whilethis scheme is highly evolvable, the output is limited to simple sinusoidal functions. Fiumeand van de Panne [49] employed small linear networks of weighted connections with delaysbetween sensors and actuators and noted that most of the control systems that can begenerated fail to produce sustained locomotion. Moreover, they observed that small changes48



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesto the weights of the network often resulted in either no change at all or a very largechange in the dynamics of the system. Similar remarks apply to the dataow computer-likearchitecture developed by Sims [44]. McKenna and Zeltzer [29] divided the problem ofgenerating suitable input to the actuators into a coordination problem, solved by a gaitcontroller consisting of a number of coupled oscillators for the di�erent limbs which werefurther synchronized by reexes, and a control problem, which was solved by carefullyhandcrafted motor programs gleaned from observations of biological systems and physicalintuition. While highly e�ective, it is unclear how to employ evolutionary optimization toautomate the design process. Ngo and Marks's [35] control systems based on stimulus-response pairs promises to be both powerful and evolvable, but has not been shown to beuseful for generating motion behavior in three dimensions yet.The approach taken in this thesis di�ers from all of the above. Spectral synthesis isintroduced as a tool for generating control systems in an attempt to encompass a potentiallylarge range of functions while at the same time providing evolvability by ensuring both thatthe search space is densely populated with useful controllers and that a small change of thegenotype of a creature results in a small change of the generated behavior.In what follows, the genotypic description of an actuator function consists of N complexnumbers Hn, n = 0; : : : ; N � 1, forming a discrete Fourier spectrum which describes thefunction in the frequency domain. As actuator functions are required to be real-valued,it has to be ensured that Hn = H�N�n for n = 1; : : : ; N=2. Discrete values hk = h(tk),k = 0; : : : ; N � 1, for the actuator function at times tk = k� in the time domain can beobtained by means of the discrete Fourier transformhk = 1N N�1Xn=0 Hne�2�ikn=N :For time values t between the discrete time steps tk, simple linear interpolation can be usedto recover h(t). For times after N� the pattern repeats periodically. E�ectively, this schemecan be seen as a generalization of Ventrella's [50] control algorithm which correspondsto the special case that there is only a single non-zero frequency component.As for the morphology, a symmetry requirement has been been imposed on the controlsystem of a creature. The actuator functions for opposing limbs of a creature are eitheridentical or o�set by a time interval equal to N�=2, leading to hopping and alternatinggaits, respectively.Control systems are initialized by randomly generating the set of N=2 complex fre-quency components H0; : : : ; HN=2�1 and a time scale �. Good results have been obtained49



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesh t
Figure 3.3: An actuator functionh(t) (solid line) and several mu-tations (broken lines) over time t.The mutated functions have beengenerated by shifting and scalingtime and making small changes tothe spectrum of the original func-tion.by generating spectra dominated by low frequency components, for example by using anormal distribution with zero mean and a variance which decreases exponentially with thefrequency for generating the Hn.The recombination operator combining two parental Fourier spectra is discrete in thatit simply selects the spectrum of the parent whose morphology was chosen to be inheritedby the o�spring individual. This choice has been made in the belief that the morphologicalproperties of a limb and the control functions determining its behavior form a unit whichhas been �ne tuned in previous generations. Mutation is accomplished by three separateprocesses. First, the frequency components Hn of a spectrum are modi�ed by adding nor-mally distributed increments with zero mean. Then, a normally distributed time shift withzero mean is performed, and �nally, the overall time scale on which actuator forces are com-puted is mutated by adding an increment to the time resolution � which is treated as partof the genetic information of an individual. Figure 3.3 shows di�erent actuator functionsgenerated by an evolved Fourier spectrum and mutations thereof, demonstrating that themutation operator thus de�ned has indeed the desired property of producing small errors.3.3 ResultsThis section presents a number of three-dimensional virtual creatures which have beenevolved for locomotion behavior on a at ground plane. The objective function used todetermine the quality of a creature simply maps the creature to the absolute distance itis capable of traveling within a given time span. For evaluating a creature, it is droppedonto the ground plane and its motion is simulated for a period of 20 seconds of simulated50



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturestime. As it usually takes creatures a few seconds to fall into their natural gait, the totalhorizontal distance between the location of the center of the creature's trunk after 10 andafter 20 seconds was used as the �tness measure. In future experiments, it is conceivable toadd other �tness measures, for example to minimize the total energy spent or to award fora large average height of a creature's trunk during locomotion.Some populations were initialized with creatures the morphologies of which were thoughtto be promising in that they seemed to suggest certain locomotion strategies, others in acompletely random fashion. Interestingly, the creatures stemming from populations withtotally random initial conditions most often turned out to be more interesting and alsomore successful than those with \promising" initial conditions. The population sizes of theevolutionary algorithm ranged from 16 to about 64, following advice from B�ack [1] withsix times that number generated as o�spring in every generation. In separate runs, bothdeterministic choice of the best o�spring individuals and proportional selection were used asselection mechanisms; neither of the two schemes could be identi�ed as superior to the other.Neither the migration model nor the di�usion model were implemented. Most populationswere evolved for about 50 to 100 generations before the most successful creatures evolvedin the course of the evolution were inspected.As a consequence of the lack of a mechanism for preserving genetic diversity of thepopulation, most computer runs quickly converged towards homogeneity, with populationsdominated by a large number of very similar and fairly successful creatures. However, sep-arate computer runs most often ended up with completely di�erent locomotion strategiesand widely varying creature characteristics. For that reason, and because the goal of theevolutionary search was not just to �nd the most successful locomotion behavior, but togenerate creatures capable of \interesting behavior", a term which is not always properlycaptured by the rather simple evaluation metric, an interactive evolution overlay was cre-ated to provide the animator with the possibility of letting subjective judgement inuencethe evolutionary process and to mix the genetic information of creatures evolved in separateruns. In particular, populations with di�erent characteristics can be merged and individualcreatures which are deemed not to be interesting or which occur in similar form in a greatmultitude in a population can be removed. Substantial further improvement resulted fromthese procedures. It can be expected that comparatively good results can be achieved withless need for interactive manipulation by implementing the methods outlined in Section3.1.5.A selection of some creatures which have been evolved is shown in Figures 3.4, 3.5, and3.6, demonstrating that a variety of gaits has been generated. Some of the evolved creatures51



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creatures

Figure 3.4: A six-legged creature which uses its rear legs and the trunk for locomotion, withthe remaining limbs supporting the motion and ensuring balance.52
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Figure 3.5: A four-legged creature which propels itself forward by frog-like jumps.53



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creatures

Figure 3.6: A four-legged creature which exhibits an alternating gait pattern. Its locomotionbehavior relies mainly on the front legs and is rather ine�cient compared with that of thehopping creatures. 54



Chapter 3. Evolution of Virtual Creaturesdisplayed some qualities reminiscent of familiar animals and exhibit apparently goal-directedbehavior. However, as morphologies and compatible motion styles evolve together, manycreatures exhibit rather unfamiliar locomotion styles, making use of morphological andenvironmental properties that cannot be observed in nature. For example, some creaturesexploit the fact that there is little friction between an ellipsoid and the perfectly even groundplane by using their trunk in a phase of rolling motion.While most of the randomly generated creatures quickly ended up on their back with thelegs helplessly moving in the air, the most successful ones of the few capable of sustainedlocomotion traveled about �ve times the length of their body within ten seconds. Themost successful evolved creatures traveled about �ve times that distance. Given the currentrestrictions on creature morphologies, four-legged creatures which use their rear legs forhopping and the front legs for supporting the motion are most successful. As a generalrule, six-legged creatures are harder to evolve due to their higher number of degrees offreedom, and alternating gates are less stable than hopping ones, emphasizing demand fora stimulus-response system to reinforce stepping patterns.
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Chapter 4ConclusionThis thesis has explored some aspects of the use of fully general dynamic simulation forthe generation of physically realistic animations of articulated �gures and of the use ofevolutionary search algorithms to produce meaningful behaviors. The problems related tothe task of physically simulating three-dimensional articulated �gures subject to frictionalcollisions and static contacts have been introduced, and algorithms for their solution havebeen outlined. In particular, the derivation of the equations describing the e�ect of a con-tact force on the acceleration of an articulated �gure is an original contribution of thisthesis, and the algorithm for handling multiple static contacts developed here is, apart fromMirtich's [33] impulse-based method, the �rst of its kind which does not have to resortto penalty spring forces to enforce interpenetration constraints. Moreover, it allows for in-teractive simulation speeds. Then, some issues accompanying the automatic evolution ofuseful behavior were introduced. Particular stress was put on the need for evolvable encod-ings for virtual creatures, and as another contribution of this thesis, spectral synthesis wassuggested as a useful tool for generating creature control systems. Subsequently, the abilityof this method to lead to useful creature behavior was demonstrated by reporting resultsfrom computer experiments in which virtual legged creatures with a comparatively largenumber of controlled degrees of freedom were evolved for land-based locomotion behavior.A result of this thesis is the insight that the amount of physical accuracy required toproduce realistic behavior grows with the complexity of the morphology of a creature, andthat the simple models which have been used to simulate locomotion behavior of stick�gures, in statically stable cases, or in two dimensions cannot always be easily generalizedto cope with dynamic, three-dimensional motion with multiple concurrent contacts. Whilesystematic errors may not be immediately obvious in single simulations, an evolutionary56



Chapter 4. Conclusionalgorithm inevitably �nds de�ciencies in the physical model or its implementation and willultimately exploit them.Virtual creatures generated as the result of an automatic evolutionary search processare not likely to replace other approaches to character animation in the near future. While arange of interesting and highly realistic looking motion can be generated without requiringcumbersome user speci�cations, design e�orts, or any knowledge of physics or biomechanics,the amount of control that the animator has on the resulting animation is insu�cient formost applications. However, the approach is capable of producing virtual creatures of acomplexity that would be hard to devise for a human animator.Future WorkA number of steps can be taken to improve on and extend this work. First, a physical modelable to handle multiple static contacts with static friction in a more exact manner can beexpected to further enhance the physical realism of the generated motion. Moreover, it isconceivable that also the quality of the locomotion behavior that can be achieved wouldbe improved as less creatures would have to be discarded simply because the simulation oftheir behavior went astray.Second, while the control systems evolved in this thesis are versatile enough to allow fora wide range of forms of locomotion, due to the choice of generating control signals for theactuators without using sensor input there are natural limits to the potential capabilitiesof a creature. The lack of a stimulus-response system makes it impossible for creatures todevelop a sense of balance or to alter their gait pattern as a response to changing environ-mental conditions or a command by the animator. Creatures would have to be equippedwith sensors delivering information on the current state of the creature, on contacts withother objects, or on other external stimuli. Possibly the most promising approach of mod-eling a stimulus-response system while preserving evolvability is to incorporate the spectralsynthesis approach introduced in this thesis into the framework of gait controllers and mo-tor programs as used by McKenna and Zeltzer [29]. In particular, Fourier spectra area prime candidate for the representation of motor programs which are to be automaticallyevolved.Third, incorporating terms awarding energetic e�ciency and smoothness of the gener-ated motion into the �tness function may help producing creatures more akin to real animalsand reduce the need for interactive evolution. Other objectives, such as maximum averageheight of the center of a creature's trunk, are conceivable too.Fourth, the rendering of the virtual creatures could be improved by surrounding them57



Chapter 4. Conclusionwith a exible skin and by adding surface details such as fur, eyes, or hair.Lastly, creature morphologies other than the simple four or six legged shapes used inthis thesis are worth exploring. An obvious extension is to allow for di�erent types of joints,such as prismatic or spherical joints in addition to rotational joints. Even more interestingis the possibility of constraining morphologies to ranges of geometric and inertial propertiesas measured in real animals or human beings. However, more potent control systems andimproved strategies for coordinating motions of di�erent parts of a creature are necessary tocontrol the increased number of degrees of freedom needed for a biomechanically su�cientlyexact simulation of the human body.
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AppendixImplementation IssuesA software system for the evolution of articulated three-dimensional creatures capable oflocomotion has been implemented in C on SGI workstations running IRIX 5.3. Most ex-periments were run on Indigo2 computers with R4400 processors. A client-server approachhas been used to decouple the task of physical simulation from the evolutionary compo-nent of the program and thus to allow for parallel execution. While at any point in timethere is a single client process implementing the evolutionary algorithm and a user interfacefor interactive evolution and displaying features, a multitude of server processes perform-ing physical simulation can run on di�erent machines, with each one simulating its owncreature. Communication between the client and the server processes is via sockets.The client side can run in either batch or interactive mode. In batch mode, it runsas a background process, performing an automatic evolutionary search on a population ofcreatures. For that purpose, the process keeps track of the available hosts running serverprocesses. Whenever a host is known to be idle, the client process chooses two creaturesfor recombination, mutates the result, and sends a description of the creature to the serverprocess for evaluation. By periodically polling the connections, the client process can receiveevaluations from server processes that have �nished their job and time out connections thathave run astray. In interactive mode, the client process provides the user interface forinteractive evolution shown in Figure A.1. Its features include the ability to interactivelyload, save, and merge populations, thereby mixing genetic information from independentlyevolved gene pools, or to delete single creatures.For displaying the simulated motion, the creatures are rendered using smooth shading,and the shadow they cast on the ground plane is added to give a better idea of their location.The display can be continuous or advanced in single frames both forwards and backwards59



Appendix. Implementation Issues

Figure A.1: A screenshot of the client window in interactive mode.in time. The motion can be displayed with a static camera aiming at a particular pointon the ground plane, with the camera dynamically following the moving creature, or ina stroboscopic rendering of a creature in various positions along its path. Furthermore,controls for repositioning the camera and a facility for automatically generating a movie �lefrom a series of frames are provided.The server side handles all of the physical simulation. A server process is designed asan endless loop forking o� child processes whenever a connection is requested by a client.A child process receives a description of a creature and an initial state from the client andstarts simulating the motion of the creature. If the connection was requested by a clientrunning in batch mode, the server proceeds with the simulation until it either reaches theend of the speci�ed simulation time interval or the connection is timed out by a signal sent60



Appendix. Implementation Issuesby the client. If the end of the simulation time interval has been reached, the server replieswith the absolute distance traveled by the creature during the simulation. If the connectionwas requested by a client running in interactive mode, the simulation can be started orstopped at any point in time by signals from the client. Whenever su�cient information forcomputing the state of the creature during the next time frame has been generated, it issent to the client.
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